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Abstract

Traditionally wireless sensor networks’ deployment is meant for a single application, which limits
the commercial deployment of a sensor network. In many scenarios, however, it has become de-
sirable to use a sensor network to run multiple applications where the demand for applications that
can harness the capabilities of a sensor-rich environment increases. With advancements in sensor
technology the size and cost of a sensor node have reduced significantly allowing a large number of
resource-constrained sensor nodes be deployed to form a dense network. In order to exploit the dense
nature of wireless sensor network by utilizing the available redundant nodes, we propose network ar-
chitecture made up of three layers, each of which has an equal number of subscribed sets of nodes.
An active layer represents the execution of set of nodes running one application. The proposed net-
work architecture to run three applications is designed based on the implementation of scheduling
using directed acyclic graph (DAG). The experimental results obtained through Castalia simulation
show successful execution of the architecture while maintaining energy efficiency.

Keywords: wireless sensor networks; concurrent sensor applications; running multiple applications;
multi-layer network architecture

1 Introduction

Advances in wireless networking, micro-fabrication and integration, and embedded microprocessors
have enabled a new generation of massive scale sensor networks suitable for a range of commercial
and military applications. The technology promises to revolutionize [1] the way we live, work, interact
with physical environment.
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of a large number of sensor nodes [2] that are densely
deployed either inside the field of interest where a phenomenon to be monitored or very close to it. Wire-
less Sensor Networks when deployed, collectively monitor and disseminate information about a variety
of phenomena of interest. Each sensor node is a battery-operated device capable of sensing physical
quantities and made up of several parts: a radio transceiver module for wireless communication, mem-
ory integrated chip for data and program storage, microcontroller for computation and signal processing,
embedded sensing board (temperature, humidity, light, vibration, sound etc.) with electronic interfacing
circuit and a battery or an embedded form of energy harvesting. These nodes have emerged as a result of
developments in low-power digital and analog circuitry, low-power RF design and sensor technology [3].
Sensor networks are distinct from traditional computing domains; their design assumes being embedded
in common environments, instead of dedicated ones. A vast amount (hundreds or even thousands) of
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these sensors constitute a wireless sensor network and when these devices are deployed in large num-
bers, they need the ability to assist each other to communicate data back to a centralized collection point
for further data processing and analysis.
Advances in integrated circuit design are continually shrinking the size, weight and cost of sensor de-
vices, while simultaneously improving their resolution and accuracy. They are now coming equipped
with many adds-on boards, such as sensor board that contains application-specific sensors. The avail-
ability of wide variety of sensor boards and sensors such as temperature, air quality, pressure, magne-
tometers, light, acoustic, accelerometers make WSN popular to serve as a general platform for many
application domains solving many practical problems. A WSN has one or more sinks (base-stations)
which collect data from all devices. These sinks are the interface through which the WSN interacts with
the outside world.
The node resource limitations are the primary hindrance in deployment of multiple applications in WSN.
We have examined the literature available thus far and proposed preliminary ideas in [4] and [5]. This
paper extends on those ideas and supports our proposed algorithms with extensive simulation and exper-
iments as presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Initial research work on WSNs was primarily focused on networks running single application or ap-
plication specific networks and was the start of first generation to be implemented. Challenges posed
by WSNs related to deployment, size, and communication protocols as well as scarce resources related
to power, memory and processor speed have attracted lots of research work. The new emergence in
technology coupled with advances in semiconductor technology have made sensor nodes become more
multi-functional devices. Most of WSNs including large scale networks are designed to run single appli-
cation over the entire network lifetime. Our research has been primarily focused on large dense networks
for the ability to execute multiple applications when required. Running single application limits the use
of numerous versatile sensor nodes and a major source of system inefficiency even for the purpose of
redundancy. Resource wastage in this case is not the only factor, but the design in this case does not fully
exploit the enormous capabilities these WSNs possess of self-adapting and self-configuring.
The idea of running multiple applications on a single network has gained significant momentum in recent
years with lots of research work investigating different effective approaches on design concepts of both
hardware and software systems to achieve the goal of running multiple applications on a single network.
In [6] the work proposed adds many new challenges to the design and implementation concepts of WSNs
since it is not only suggested to run different multiple applications but also with heterogeneous sensor
nodes deployed in multiple networks employing multiple base stations and a web server. It is also sug-
gested to have these sensor nodes be part of the new emerging concept Internet of Things (IoT) where
sensor data can be accessed through the web. The main challenge in this new trend of multiple applica-
tions is the ability to effectively and dynamically coordinate the sharing of available resources for best
optimization while at the same time maintaining the goal of meeting application requirements. The au-
thors [6] propose the use of middleware platform solution that can provide high flexibility for adding
advanced and sophisticated functions to implement the required algorithms for their approach called
service oriented approach. In this approach sensor nodes are considered as service providers and the
middleware layer acts as interface between the applications. This would access set of services pro-
vided by abstractions of the complex underlying layers through some standard interfaces based on the
service-oriented architecture [7]. The work presented in [6] is an algorithm called resource allocation in
heterogeneous sensor networks (SACHSEN) which is the core of the resource allocation component of
their middleware layer, this algorithm addresses the aforementioned challenges faced by running multiple
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applications onto heterogeneous WSNs. The approach suggested by SACHSEN would seem effective
only when the different applications could share the same sensing data when these data have common
characteristics in time and space and similar quality of service requirements (QoS), it is not clear how
SACHSEN is applied when needs for different data gathered from different sensors. A similar work
on scheduling of multiple applications in distributed and heterogeneous networks was also presented
in [8], the authors proposed several resource allocation algorithms that carefully constrain the amount of
resources that can be allocated to each running application. In [9], the work carried out was for support-
ing multiple concurrent applications by working out the best trade-off between fidelity-aware resource
allocation and the sensor node selection. Fidelity can be defined to represent a concept for an applica-
tion that can take variety of operational measures such as data quality and communication latency. The
trade-off in this case arises when the algorithm starts to reduce the value of fidelity of several tasks in
the applications in order to be able to run more simultaneous applications in the WSN system and this
result in reducing the quality for that application. The work presented in [10] is an interesting different
direction for running multiple applications in WSNs, these deployed networks are aimed to be integrated
to the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT is a networking paradigm evolved on the premise of large scale
deployments of two important well-established technologies radio-frequency identification (RFID) and
WSNs [11]. With the recent research directions on scalability in WSNs and the emergence of IoT as a
new platform that is primarily realized on meeting scalability demands, the integration between the two
would make a good optimization of resources. This work would allow WSN significantly benefit from
the resource pool that IoT utilizes which comprises of all pervasive technologies and services such as
cell phones, CCTV cameras and data collectors. Also, resource sharing and cross-utilization between
WSNs and nearby architectures would also give additional benefit to utilize their resources. However,
the biggest challenge presented in the paper is how to interweave WSN in the greater paradigm of IoT
rather than just to tailor it to work for it. The work proposed aims to move away from WSNs as dedicated
systems for sensing tasks to generic platforms of dynamically assigned resources. Nodes in this scenario
are viewed as resource providers and the ability to assign measurable attributes to these resources would
make it possible to better use them and utilize them to leverage operational capacity across multiple WSN
platforms and hence multiple applications could be adopted to run concurrently on different WSNs. The
approach idea is divided into three phases: 1) first phase looks into measuring the available resources
in the network and their usability 2); the second phase involves representing applications into finite sets
of functional requirements and; 3) the last phase looks into optimal mapping between applications and
resources. It aims for dynamically accommodating varying resources being introduced or removed as
well as utilizing any passing by transient resources in their vicinity. The aforementioned work presented
on running multiple concurrent applications with the integration of IoT is a promising trend that will
have many research work invested, however there are still many obstacles such as IP address space and
allocation to things, availability of sensor nodes on the internet and adapting to large scale and control
overhead [12], and challenges that need to be addressed and resolved first in order to translate this into
realistic work on ground for implementation. In [13]the authors present a framework to run two ap-
plications on a single deployed WSN. The proposed work is for deterministic deployment scenario of
wireless sensor nodes in an indoor office building, which assumes the luxury of power replenishment
availability to any individual sensor node. The two applications namely Collection and Firecam need to
run at different timings, Collection is the default application executed continuously during normal net-
work operation primarily to monitor the building environment parameters such as temperature, humidity,
light, and motion PIR detectors. The second application Firecam is executed at emergency event only,
specifically when a smoke detector or security sensor goes off in one of the building’s zones. Sensor
nodes that happened to be installed in that zone would take a series of picture shots and send them back
to the base station. In the second application it can be seen that large amount of data stream need to
be transmitted and routed back to the base station. These two scenarios obviously require two different
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configurations with regard to the MAC and network protocols as the first application operates with low-
rate reliable many-to-one collection versus the requirement of the second, point-to-point, low-latency,
and bulk-data streaming. The authors propose a framework at which design time allows the settings of
Network, MAC and Radio protocols for each application as well as the threshold and events that would
trigger the WSN reconfiguration. Hence, at run time, the WSN automatically reconfigures itself in re-
sponse to these events and to the criteria at which they were set at the design stage.
In [14], the authors present scoping, a general concept to create node subsets on a network for the pur-
pose of achieving multi-purpose task network. Basically, scoping is achieved by selecting group of nodes
through a membership condition such as node properties, for example, nodes that share the same tem-
perature sensing feature can subscribe to one group and so on, this is similar to our work presented since
each of dynamic switching set nodes would run different sensing application. In order to delimit the
scope of applications to a subset of nodes, the paper mentions that the required separation of applica-
tions is made at both node and network levels but it is not clear on how this is implemented. Although
this concept is useful to run multiple tasks on a network, however these groups will eventually remain
geographically isolated and confined only to their areas in terms of coverage and connectivity and not
to the entire network. As well the concept presented may only be applied for deterministic deployment
strategy as not clear how this can be implemented when a stochastic type of deployment is required. A
similar research study on hosting multiple applications in WSNs is presented in [15]. The paper suggests
dynamic allocation of sensor nodes constituting number of groups each of which to host one application.
This concept depends on prior knowledge of application characteristics and the state of the network. The
information needed in this case will serve as an input is collected from queries and application requests
issued by the users of applications. This information is also modeled using a traffic source with stream of
application requests following a Poisson arrival process. The requests are then submitted to a proxy stage
to process and send request messages to cluster heads in the network. Another work in [16] is carried
out on supporting multiple concurrent applications using multi-agent. The authors propose a middleware
solution called “SensoMax” that runs on a Java based platforms in a modulated architecture that sup-
ports running multiple concurrent applications. Although the proposed SensoMax middleware solution
aims to provide high standard features needed for WSN such as Macroprogramming, multi-tasking and
multiple concurrent application support, however, it requires the availability of luxury and rich resources
in both hardware and software platforms that are rarely available when designing WSN due to the fact
that these sensors are characterized by their constrained resources and cost efficiency. The hardware
targeted for the sensomax such as Sun Spot and Raspberry Pi [17] are resource-rich hardware platforms
for example, Sun Spot devices feature a 400MHz ARM processor, 1MB of data and 8MB of program
memory. The paper also discusses dividing the entire area to be monitored into separate regions each of
which runs a different application, similar to the concept of scoping discussed in [14] and with that the
network connectivity and coverage still of a question if coverage is achieved for the entire network or
only confined to the areas on which a specific tasks are being executed.
Some new research work has also been focusing on running multiple applications in WSN for multime-
dia purpose. As we see in [18] work presented to support multiple applications in wireless multimedia
sensor networks. The proposed research aims to achieve enabling nodes to transmit audio and video
streams along with scalar data. The framework concept is primarily focused on the cross layer architec-
ture for the internal node design concerning network and MAC layers and the associated communication
and routing protocols. The design concept works on reserving sufficient amount of memory as a separate
space where application specific parameter settings for different layers of the protocol stack are stored
and managed by additional middleware layer called Cross Layer Optimization Middleware (CLOM).
Those saved parameters and their values are then used by different layers processing data packets for the
applications that requested the settings. Despite that fact that Multimedia WSN is a promising future
work, however the feasibility of implementing in a harsh sensor environment is still in question as video
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Figure 1: A graph representing a distributed system

data streaming in particular requires a robust and reliable wireless channel with sufficient bandwidth and
data rate as well as back-up power sources for the high energy consumption in this case. A thorough
analysis of the related work is provided in Table 1.

3 Network Model

Models for wireless sensor networks are needed to develop algorithms mathematical correctness repre-
sentations. Since the topology of a wireless sensor network can be regarded as a graph, models from
graph theory can be used, Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is one which is implemented in our proposed
work. DAG, sometimes referred to task graph is a commonly implemented model to represent task
scheduling. The scheduling of a task implies that some precedence constraints need to be satisfied prior
to running/execution of a task.
A distributed system such as wireless sensor network can be modeled as a graph G(V,E) where V is
the set of vertices and E is the set of edges of G. The computing nodes of the WSN are represented by
the vertices of the graph, and an edge exits between the nodes if there is a communication link between
them. Figure 1 shows a general graph of a distributing system consisting of 7 nodes, numbered 1 to 7. It
can be seen that the graph is connected, providing a communication path between any pairs of nodes.
If the vertex set V of a graph G is finite then it is called a finite graph, the assumption used throughout

the work. An edge is identified by two vertices, and the edge is said to be incident to the vertices, as an
example, edge e = {v1,v2}, sometimes written as e = v1v2 or e{v1v2}, is incident to the vertices v1 and
v2.
The proposed network model follows directed graph on a two-dimensional plane. A directed graph (di-
graph) G(V,E) consists of a nonempty set of vertices V and a set of directed edges E where each e ∈ E
is associated with an ordered set of vertices [19] An edge e is associated with the ordered pair (u,v)
is described as starting from u and ending at v. Figure 2, shows a digraph with V = {1,2,3,4} and
E = {{1,2},{2,4},{3,2},{3,4},{4,3},{4,1}}
In a diagraph, we call u the tail of e,v the head of e, and u,v the end of e, if there is an edge with tail

u and head v, then we let (u,v) denote such an edge and the edge becomes directed from u to v. If an
edge e = (u,v) in a direct graph V is such that u = v then this is called a loop. Edges e, f are parallel if
they have the same tails and heads. An important relationship in a diagraph is defined where a vertex u
is called the predecessor of vertex v and the corresponding v is called the successor of u, if only if edge
euv ∈ E,u,v ∈V .
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Figure 2: A directed graph

The vertex - edge concept of a direct graph in a WSN results in a node mimics a vertex where com-
putation and sensing activities take place; the edge mimics communication link in this case. The time
spent by a node (vertex) on a task computation/sensing and communication (edge) is a measure for cost
which is incorporated in a graph model by assigning weights to its elements. The nonnegative weight
s(v) represents sensing/computation cost and is associated with vertex v ∈V and the nonnegative weight
c(v) represents communication cost and is associated with edge e ∈ E.
The above-mentioned definitions are the foundation for task scheduling towards application execution
on a single wireless network. The mechanism for running applications sequentially is manifested by
direct acyclic graph DAG as follows: directed acyclic graphs are directed graphs that have no cycles. If
an edge ei, j = (vi,v j) exits from node vi to node v j, then vi is called the parent of v j and v j is called the
child of vi. If vi is the parent of v j and v j is the parent of vk then we say that vi is the ancestor of vk and
vk is the descendant of vi. Following up the above-mentioned definitions, the properties of DAG can be
summarized as:
1. The structure consists of nodes and edges, where edges are unidirectional
2. The direct relationship between any two nodes is represented by a maximum of one edge.
3. Indirect relationships, or paths, between any two nodes may exist through edges with other nodes.
4. Each node may have one or more child nodes and each node may have one or more parent nodes.
5. There may exist ancestor nodes for any given node, which consist of all the successive parents of a
node.
6. There may exist descendant nodes for any given node, which consist of all the successive children of
a node.
7. There exists an inverse structure to any given acyclic diagraph structure, which is the same structure
but with all the edge directions reversed.

We implemented DAG scheduling concept to our proposed network model as follows:
1- Phase 1, high level scheduling, coordination between Base Station (BS) and three Network Layers,
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of the related work
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Group level abstraction feature the good collaboration among sensors as they support aggregation at group
level through data sharing as well as being efficient within the group, however, we think when it comes to
multi-application running, it would be very sophisticated to control and managing multi-application due to
the nature of distributed groups.
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Run-Time Dynamic Linking is another work [4] for reprogrammability in wireless sensor net-
works where system functionality update is achieved. The intended design is to update native
code in heterogeneous network. This work implements an in-situ run time dynamic linker and
loader that use the standard Executable Linking File object (ELF Object) file format. Although
run-time dynamic linking a great approach for WSN, its main drawback lies in the need of spe-
cial compressor utility for creating a compact ELF(CELF) as the ELF object file needs to be
compressed to accommodate the 8-bit & 16-bit processors. Part of our proposed work is based
on Agilla mobile agent middleware for sensor networks that establish in-network programming.
Their architecture is based on tuple spaces and neighbor lists for agent coordination. Our proposed
model follows a similar approach to Agilla but with some modifications. The agent manager in
Agilla architecture can handle a maximum of three agents due to limitation of processor speed
and memory availability. Also Agiila uses two types of operations WEAK and STRONG oper-
ation. Since the STRONG operation suffers higher overhead we have only adopted the WEAK
Operation and also limited our architecture design to two agents to free memory space and to be
in line with processor speed. Since Agillas’ mobile agents are continuously on the move migrat-
ing and cloning as required for example for updates, configuration and new application code, they
are heavily dependent on wireless links in the network which is somehow unreliable and hence
affects its efficiency and reliability. In our proposed design we have implemented lightweight
mobile agents that would only act as an ON-OFF control in most cases. This uses less energy
transmission when compared to Agillas’ mobile agents.

Network Layer1, Network Layer2 and Network Layer3.
2- Phase 2, low level scheduling, coordination between each network layer and its subscribed sensors,
S1,S2, ....,Sn.
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Phase1 – High Level Scheduling

Phase 01 Three network layers assigned to run three applications in a predetermined sequence. The
subscribed sets of nodes of each layer become active running one application when the layer schedule is
due as set by the BS. NL1 begins the execution of first application during which the other two layers are
sustained in energy saving modes. Subject to the task completion of NL1, the second layer NL2 begins
executing the second assigned task/application as scheduled. Finally, NL3 goes active when the previous
two network layers NL1 and NL2 have completed their assigned task/application. The coordination be-
tween each NL and BS is established by the planner software running at the BS.
The following parameters describe the concept of layering and partitions:
Definition 3.1: Network Layer (NLx) is a collection of all sets that are scheduled to run one application
such that:

NL1 = {S1,1,S1,2,S1,3. . . . . . ..S1,n}

NL2 = {S2,1,S2,2,S2,3. . . . . . ..S2,n}

NL3 = {S3,1,S3,2,S3,3. . . . . . ..S3,n}

Definition 3.2: A cover of a graph G(V,E) for running one application is a collection of all sets of nodes
that belong to the network layer of that application, such that:

n⋃
i=1

Si =V = NL

Definition 3.3: The size Z(S) of a set S is the number of nodes in S.
The hexagon shape represents the sensing field of interest in Figure 3 where Network Layer (NL1)

is active and running first application while other two layers are in sleeping energy saving mode. The
collection sets of active nodes in a layer is represented by a 3D block to highlight application running as
scheduled by the BS, here we have NL1 being active (S1,1,S1,2,S1,3. . . . . . ..S1,n). Similarly, when NL2
is active the other two network layers NL1 and NL3 will be in saving mode and so on.

Phase 2 – Low Level Scheduling

Since each layer is comprised of a number of sets, the scheduling propagates from each layer to its
subscribed sets of nodes. A sensor in any set will only start the sensing function once its predefined
precedence constraints are met. The base station through NL begins communicating with for example
node1 to start its sensing function and that its schedule is now due. Meanwhile all other sensors in the
set remain inactive until the predefined schedule criteria of each is met. Next node will begin functioning
once it receives a copy of the BS start flag from, it makes a copy and begins its sensing duty. Similarly
scheduling of node3 begins once node1 and node 2 started and received start flag and so on until all
nodes in the set have received the initializing starting ‘start flag’ sent by BS. This is shown in Figure 4.
Basically, it implements a topological ordering that satisfies the precedence constraints.
In Figure 4, Node1 closest to the BS is considered cluster head (CH) of the set in NL1 (since it requires

minimum energy consumption for communication with the BS). At the start the BS communicates with
CH and sends a copy of the starting protocol flag to begin sensing duty. The CH would subsequently
sends a replicate copy to all sensors in the set for initialization and implementing the topological ordering
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Figure 3: Sensing field represented by three network layers comprising of sensor node sets

Figure 4: A set of network layer showing the task scheduling of nodes with the base station coordination.
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Figure 5: Hierarchy of System Network Algorithm

4 Network System Algorithm

The general hierarchy of the proposed system algorithm is shown in Figure 5. It comprises of the fol-
lowing:
1- Software planner (coordinator) built at the base station
2- Three virtual network layers (Network Layer 1, Network Layer 2, and Network Layer 3) managed by
software planner
3- Each network layers (1,2, & 3) is made up of equal number of sets ( Set1,Set2, . . . ,Setn )
4- Each set contains equal number of subscribed sensor nodes

4.1 Network System Pseudocode

Sensors nodes are deployed to the sensing field of interest with base station loaded with software planner.
Base station begins initialization phase of identifying sensors that make up sets and the sets that make up
each network layer.

Cluster heads are identified for each set in a network layer (normally closest to BS is selected, Node1)

We make the following assumptions about the network.
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Algorithm 1
for NLx = 1 to 3 do

for Si = 1 to n do
Cluster Head (Node1) is identified and communication is established with BS
Copy of Sensing Protocol, schedule due, and start flag is propagated to all nodes in set Si

. Now that all sensors, sets and layers have been identified, also their schedule and application tasks
have been propagated, the next step is to implement the sequential running of each application by BS.
while NL1 schedule active do

Application/Task 1 is running
NL2 and NL3 sensor node sets are in sleeping energy saving mode

while NL2 schedule active do
Application/Task 2 is running
NL1 and NL3 sensor node sets are in sleeping energy saving mode

while NL3 schedule active do
Application/Task 3 is running
NL1 and NL2 sensor node sets are in sleeping energy saving mode

• Transmission range (rc) for each sensor node is fixed.

• Sensor nodes have identical energy and are densely deployed in monitored region

• Sensor nodes are randomly and uniformly deployed in a planar field.

• Base station and sensor nodes are static and aware of their locations via a localization technique
[20].

• One application to run at a time in a predefined logical sequence coordinated between base station
and cluster heads in the sets of network layers.

We also introduce number of parameters that we used but not restricted to in the proposed algorithm as
follows:

• Total sensing area or field of interest is (A)

• Density of nodes are of a uniform distribution (pn)

• Number of applications designed to run on single network is given by (m), 3 in our case.

• Node communication range (rc) in Omni-direction

• Node sensing range is a unit disk (rs) such that :rc ≥ 2rs

4.2 Network Layer and Sets’ Construction

First, the sensing field is divided into equal areas called Set1,Set2, . . . .,Setn .The ‘n’ sets are then re-
arranged into three overlapping groups named network layers 1, 2, and 3. Each layer with associated sets
is responsible to run one application on a predefined logical sequence. When network layer1 is active
running application, sets of the two other layers have their nodes in sleeping mode (energy saving mode).
During the execution of an application, active nodes are also covering adjacent areas whose sensor nodes
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are in sleeping mode, our approach is we establish the necessary and sufficient conditions for coverage
to imply connectivity [21]. 1- Let A be a convex area representing the sensing field of interest (FOI) 2-
Let K be the number of subareas partition sets of A where each partition is called a set such that:

S1,S2,S3, . . . ..SK f or a given K ≥ 1 (1)

3- Assume number of sensor nodes ‘n’ is uniformly distributed in A. Sensor nodes in each set are involved
in the following:

I. Sensors in each set can form a cluster itself
II. Sensors in each set either active running application or in energy saving sleep mode queuing

for the next in-line application.
III. Active running sensors maintain coverage of neighboring partitions whose nodes are in a

sleeping mode.
4- Since sensor nodes in each set (S) form a cluster, 1 ≤ i ≤ k let p1, p2, ..., pk be the probabilities of
sensor nodes located at S1,S2,S3, . . . ..SK respectively [22].

P(n1,n2, . . . .nk) =
n!

(n1!,n2!. . . .nk!)
pn1

1 pn2
2 . . . . . . .pnk

k (2)

n :=
{

∑
K
i=1 ni, : is the number o f sensors in the network

If N1,N2, . . . .NK have a multinomial distribution with parameters n, and p1, p2, . . . .pK , then the expected
number of sensor nodes within each cluster E(Ni) = n. To obtain an equal number of sensor nodes in
each cluster, we have p1 = p2 = ...pk which can only be achieved if S1 = S2 = ...Sk in terms of areas,
assuming that the density function of sensor nodes in the sensing area is uniformly distributed.
5- Let each sensor node has a communication range (rc) in Omni-direction
6- Let each sensor node has a sensing range a unit disk (rs) such that:

rc ≥ 2rs (3)

We introduce a new sensing range parameter. This parameter is calculated such that sensing scope of
each sensor when active covers adjacent neighboring areas. This new calculated sensing range depends
on number of applications designed to run on a network (three in our case). The formula for the new
sensing range of a node is given below:

r′s =
rs

m
(4)

where 1≤ m≤ 3 Number of applications to run)
Where: r′s is the new sensing range used by each node, m is the number of applications running on
the network 7 – Let the perimeter of the sensing field be given by Ps in meters Therefore the number of
partitions is K and is given by:

K =
ps

r′s
(5)

The value of K returns the number of partitions and hence sets need to be formed in order to maintain
coverage when one network layer is active. 8 - The area of each set can now be found as follows:

SA =
A
K

(6)

9 - Number of sensor nodes needed per set can be approximately calculated as follows:

pSet =
SA

πr′s
(7)
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10 – From equation (4.7) we can calculate approximately the total number of nodes needed to be deployed
for our convex sensing field

nr = pSet ×K (8)

11- Let the sensor nodes at the boundary of the sensing field be B.
The algorithm divides the sensing field into equal subareas (sets) by radial lines from the center of the
field; this part of algorithm requires the location of all sensor nodes at the boundary of the sensing field
area as an input given by B. Those boundary nodes are found using Graham’s scanning algorithm [23]
for the given convex polygon (P). In this polygon each sensor node is either on the boundary or inside
the polygon of the sensing field. The polygon area A (sensing field) is calculated using boundary sensor
nodes locations:

(Xi,Yi),1≤≤ Pn (9)

Where: Pn is the number of boundary sensor nodes and (Xi,Yi) is the location of a boundary sensor node.
Assume the location of sensor node (XPn+1,YPn+1) is (X1,Y1). The area AP (area A of convex polygon
P) and the centroid location of the polygon can be found as follows [24]:

Ap :=
1
2

Pn

∑
i=1

(XiYi+1−Xi+1Yi) (10)

X0 :=
1

6Ap

Pn

∑
i=1

(Xi +Xi+1)(XiYi+1−Xi+1Yi) (11)

X0 :=
1

6Ap

Pn

∑
i=1

(Yi +Yi+1)(XiYi+1−Xi+1Yi) (12)

The partition/Set procedure selects an arbitrary sensor node on the boundary B as the starting point P1.
Then selects sensor node P2 on the boundary in ant-clockwise order. The area bounded by P1, P2, and
the centroid P0 is calculated using equation (1). If the area is greater than the ACL (SA area of each set
given in equation ??). This means the required area must be bounded by P0, P1 and intermediate point
(a virtual sensor node) Pv that lies on the P1P2 line. Making use of set area and the locations of P0, P1
and P2, the location of Pv (X and Y coordinates) is calculated as follows:

YV :=
Y1−Y0

X1−X0
X0 +Y0−

Y1−Y0

X1−X0
X0 (13)

XV :=
1
Y0

(X0YV −2SA) (14)

If the calculated partition/Set is less than the previously calculated set area (equation 6) a new sensor node
on the boundary of sensing field next to P2 needs to be added and the area is recalculated. Ultimately,
the sensor nodes of the boundary of the k partitions/Set are stored in BCL.

4.3 Network Layer Nodes’ allocation

The next stage is to identify and locate which node reside in which partition. An algorithm [5] is devel-
oped to address this:

a) Each partition (Set) is a sector that constitutes a certain angle θSi. This angle is bounded by
three points, the centroid and the two vertex points that make up the sector, e.g. 6 P2P0P1 as shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The angle θ shown for a Set partition

b) The algorithm first calculates the angle of each particular Set sector and identifies its three
points for example in a counterclockwise P2P0P1 as shown in Figure 6. It would then start to randomly
pick a node within the neighborhood area adjacent to the sector. The selected node becomes the new
vertex point “PZ” which would repeat with every new node chosen in this area. Each time a new node
selected, an internal counter is incremented that keeps track of roughly the total number of nodes in each
Set and not to exceed the predetermined population of a Set. The new PZ vertex now makes a new angle
with the other two fixed node points for this sector measuring in counterclockwise direction 6 P2P0P1 as
shown in Figure 7.

c) If the new calculated angle from the new node is measured less or equal to the original sector
angle then this sensor node is either inside or on the boundary of the Set sector and hence belongs to this
sector. It is identified and given an ID that reflect its membership to this Set.

d) If however the new measured angle is bigger than θSi then it will be ignored as it resides outside
that specific Set and belongs to the adjacent sectors.

e) Then the next node is chosen and the same algorithm is applied. The node selection and angle
comparison process is repeated continuously until the number of identified nodes for a particular Set
reaches the estimated pre-calculated number (compared with internal counter) of nodes that need to be
residing in each Set.

f) The next Set sector runs the same set of steps of the algorithm above until all the sectors in the
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Figure 7: Node allocation procedure to each Set

sensing area identify their actual nodes in their jurisdictions.

4.4 Network Layer Cluster Heads Formation

Now we need to determine cluster heads (CHs) candidates in each set of the network layer. Our al-
gorithm is based on a homogenous sensor network, a network in which all the nodes have identical
hardware capabilities [25]. The cluster heads are responsible for collecting data from other nodes in the
cluster, performing data aggregation, [25–27] to the remotely located base station. In order to ensure
load balancing and uniform energy drainage pattern across the entire network, it is proposed to establish
a rotating role of cluster heads on the nodes. Each cluster head CH would store all information related to
node IDs residing in a set.
We haver the transmission range for each sensor node; there is a strong relationship between the Eu-
clidean distance d from the sender (a sensor node) to the receiver (its cluster head) and the number of
hops within distance d. Each route from a sensor node to its cluster head must meet:

Number o hops in a shortest path ≥ d
r

(15)
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Table 2: Running - Three Applications
Total Network Time Simulation = 60Sec (39 Nodes + Sink)
NL Group 1 = 0-20 Sec — NL Group 2 = 21-40 Sec — NL Group 3 = 41-60 Sec
Node
ID

NL 1
(#Pack-
ets)

NL 2
(#Pack-
ets)

NL 3
(#Pack-
ets)

Node
ID

NL 1
(#Pack-
ets)

NL 2
(#Pack-
ets)

NL 3
(#Pack-
ets)

Node
ID

NL 1
(#Pack-
ets)

NL 2
(#Pack-
ets)

NL 3
(#Pack-
ets)

1 0 20 0 14 0 0 20 27 20 0 0
2 0 0 20 15 20 0 0 28 0 20 0
3 20 0 0 16 0 20 0 29 0 0 20
4 0 20 0 17 0 0 20 30 20 0 0
5 0 0 20 18 20 0 0 31 0 20 0
6 20 0 0 19 0 20 0 32 0 0 20
7 0 20 0 20 0 0 20 33 20 0 0
8 0 0 20 21 0 20 0 34 0 20 0
9 20 0 0 22 20 0 0 35 0 0 20
10 0 20 0 23 0 0 20 36 20 0 0
11 0 0 20 24 0 20 0 37 0 20 0
12 20 0 0 25 20 0 0 38 0 0 20
13 0 20 0 26 0 0 20 39 20 0 0

Table 3: Application: Packets received per group
1 2 3
260 258 247

Most routing protocols use hop counting as one of the route selection criteria. These protocols aim to
minimize the number of transmissions required to send a packet along the selected path. In addition, if
the network is a dense network as in our case, then the minimum number of hops in the shortest path
approaches d/r.
To minimize the number of hops between a CH and its sensor nodes, the maximum distance between
them need to be minimized. Accordingly, it is assumed that the center of a cluster area is the best location
of the cluster head, which balances energy consumption among the sensor nodes in the partition/cluster,
using equations (1), (11) and (12), and the location of each CH in each partition is calculated.

4.5 Application running on a Network Layer

The software planner (coordinator) at the base station keeps an ordered list of sequence of 3-tuple list
for executing three applications. Soon after network initialization, network hierarchy of layers and sets
are established, the base station initiate set of commands to cluster heads to all Sets pertaining Network
Layer 1. Nodes in network layer 1 begins running application 1, Meanwhile, nodes pertaining to all other
sets of the two other network layers transit to energy saving mode (sleep mode) queuing for next in line
application [28]. Active nodes of once complete task/application, they move to sleep mode allowing next
application in queue to run on sets pertaining to Network Layer 2 while Sets of Network Layer 3 remain
in sleep mode. Finally, application 3 starts once application 2 is complete.

Table 4: Application: Packets received per node in any 20 seconds time period
Per node
19.615
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Table 5: Application: Packets received per node in any 20 seconds time period
Per node
59.242

Figure 8: Active Sensor Nodes of Network Layer One Running Application One

5 Simulation and Experimental Results

Our experimental results are based on simulation of 40 sensor nodes (39 + sink) using Castalia Simulator.
Castalia is a popular simulator ideal for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), Body Area Networks (BAN)
and networks of low-power embedded devices. It is based on the OMNeT++ platform which is used
by researchers and developers to test distributed algorithms and protocols in realistic wireless channel
and radio models. It also gives a realistic node behavior when accessing the radio model [29]. In this
model, the variability of the wireless channel sigma, communication links, and packet collisions have
been removed and set to ideal for the purpose of validating the proposed algorithms associated with of
different network layers.
The experimental results as given in Table 2 are for three applications executed on 39 nodes communicat-
ing with base station over 60 seconds network lifetime. On completion of sensor allocation process, each
network layer began running one application in a predefined sequence set by the base station, packets
exchange between active nodes the base station are recorded for each layer. During the first time span
of 20 seconds, the first thirteen sensor nodes of network layer 1 (NL1) communicated on average of 20
packets per node to the base station, while sensor nodes of the two network layers 2 and 3 are in sleeping
mode. The second Layer becomes active running application 2 during the time span of the network life
time from 21-40 seconds while nodes of Network Layers1 and 3 transits to sleep mode. The third set
of nodes under layer 3 scheduled to run application 3 become active during the last and third time span
from 41-60 seconds. The total packets of all sensor nodes in each layer communicated to base station is
shown in Table 3 in which 260 , 258 and 247 packets are delivered to base station by network layer 1, 2
and 3 respectively. This shows that the average number of data packets sent by each node in any active
group is approximately 20 packets during a period of 20 seconds verifying the packet rate of 1packet/sec.
Table 4 shows the average number of packets (19.615 packets) sent to the base station by each node in
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Figure 9: Active Sensor Nodes of Network Layer Two Running Application Two

Table 6: Application: Remaining energy
Per node
98.246

any 20 seconds time period while Table 5 shows the average number of packets (59.242 packets) sent by
an individual node over the complete network life time of 60 seconds.
As previously discussed each of the three applications is executed on a group of 13 sensor nodes that are
subscribed to one Network Layer. When each group is active and running one application, nodes of the
two other groups are transmitted to energy saving mode, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10 show list of
node IDs for each Network Layer respectively when active running one application during the network
lifetime.
Total of 13 Nodes in Figure 8 above have been identified by the BS to comprise NL1 running first appli-
cation. These NL1 nodes have IDs start N3, N6, N9, N12, N15, N18, N21, N24, N27, N30, N33, N36
and N39. Similary, 13 nodes for the other two layers NL2 and NL3 have their IDs shown in Figure 9 and
Figure 10 respectively.

We have also measured energy related metrics in Joules pertaining to nodes consumed and remained
energy over the simulation time of 60 sec, given that the initial energy of each node was set to 100J.
Tables 6 and 7 show the remained and consumed amount of energy by each node at the end of 60 sec life
times respectively. Table 8 shows the total sum of remained energy of 13 nodes in each network layer
during any 20 sec time period.

Table 7: Resource Manager: Consumed Energy
Per node
1.754
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Figure 10: Active Sensor Nodes of Network Layer Three Running Application Three

Table 8: Application: Application: Remaining energy per group
1 2 3
1277.8 1277.79 1279.29

6 Conclusion

This paper has addressed some primary issues related to the limitations of running a single application on
a dense WSN when deployed in the field of interest. One of the main issues in a dense network running
a single application is the waste of resources when it comes to consider that extra nodes are deployed
to serve redundancy purpose, and the issue of total cost pertaining to a return of interest that is directly
related to the ‘usefulness’ of the network deployed. Addressing these issues, coupled with the high
market demand to have a single network able to perform multiple task functions, we have proposed a
three layer network architecture. Each layer (NL1, NL2 and NL3) to have a number of subscribed nodes
run one application during a predefined set sequence and time schedule implemented by the software
planner in the base station. When one layer is executing one application, the two remaining layers transit
to energy saving mode (sleeping mode) to conserve energy while waiting for their application schedule
execution sequence to start. We have implemented the proposed algorithm on Castalia simulator and
the results obtained are very promising. The required number of nodes to be deployed is an important
element to be considered when deploying a WSN, and plays a key role in achieving our proposed goal
of running multiple applications on a network.
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